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Background
The City of Palo Alto Public Works Department Zero Waste Program contacted the Department
of Geography at San Jose State University to conduct a baseline survey of alleys at California
and University Avenues. The semester-length research undertaken by twenty undergraduate
and graduate students offers a comprehensive report and analysis of existing conditions to be
used by the City in its consideration of an activated alleyway improvement project (project)
along two key downtown corridors.
Staff requested that the study consider the four following questions:





Where and how exactly are the alleys currently being used for waste collection?
In what ways do City policies support and oppose implementation of an activated
alleyways project?
Would business owners support this type of change at nearby alleys?
What improvements, if any, would the public like to see in the alleys?

The attached report (Attachment 1) was submitted to the City in December of 2015.
Dr. Kerry Rohrmeier of the SJSU Department of Geography and her students will present their
findings.
Attachments:
 Attachment A: Activated Alleys Final Report (PDF)
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ATTACHMENT A

Activated Alleyways
California Avenue and University Avenue
December 2015

December 11, 2015

Department of
Geography and Global
Studies
Washington Square Hall 118
One Washington Square
San José, California 951920010
408-924-5475 Main
408-924-5477 Fax

www.sjsu.edu

Dear Mr. Krupp:
On behalf of the students of Geography 135: Qualitative Methods in
Geographic Research it gives me great pleasure to submit this Activated
Alleyways at California and University Avenues Report to the City of Palo
Alto for review and comment. It was a privilege to work on a cutting‐
edge professional consulting project, and I, as the instructor, can now
confidently attest to twenty SJSU geography undergraduate students
having gained hands‐on experience in the techniques of survey, design,
mapping, and policy review that will be invaluable to their varied future
public and private sector career endeavors.
From inception, activated alleys serve as a relevant and thought‐
provoking topic for critical discussion about the current state of the
public realm. Over the research process I found, given my particular
focus on urban geography in fringe environments, that this project is
particularly well suited for micro‐scale analysis along these lines. So
going forward I am particularly keen to follow the City’s efforts in
navigating this baseline effort through the local sociopolitical landscape
and observing the evolution to its final manifestations at each of the City
of Palo Alto’s thriving downtowns.
Thank you again for considering SJSU for this project. Please take your
time reviewing the enclosed materials thoroughly ‐ suggested revisions
are welcomed ‐ though I am eager to see students present the finalized
report at an upcoming Palo Alto Downtown Business and Professional
Association meeting and at a City Council hearing. I can be reached at
your earliest convenience either by telephone at the number listed
above, or by email at kerry.rohrmeier@sjsu.edu.
Sincerely,

Kerry D. Rohrmeier, Ph.D., AICP
Enclosure
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Executive Summary
The activated alleyways project proposed for California and University Avenues aims to
enhance access, environmental health, public safety, and create a more vibrant pedestrian
experience in the two City of Palo Alto downtowns.
Scholarly Literature & Public Policy Analysis

While significant scholarly literature has yet to be published on this new planning trend,
three cities ‐ San Francisco, Austin, and Seattle ‐ provide successful case studies for
qualitative analysis. Further, downtown, comprehensive, and regional plan policies have
been reviewed for project consistency, and are found to generally support improving the
pedestrian experience within both urban cores.
 Pursuant to Comprehensive Plan Program Initiative T‐21 consider adopting a
measureable goal such as observe people enjoying activated spaces rather than
simply passing through them.
Methodology & Results

San Jose State University geography students conducted a comprehensive qualitative
mixed‐methods study addressing the project’s physical and human dimensions. Field
observation, landscape analysis, and GPS mapping of existing site conditions reveal need,
and visual preference, public surveys, and stakeholder interviews suggest local support for
this project.
 Stripe waste bin placements to specified areas to keep ingress/egress clear at
existing constriction points, especially at 439 Emerson, to improve services and
deliveries.
 Schedule more frequent code enforcement visits to control nuisance rodents.
 Post alley speed limits and no parking signage where warranted in response to
public safety concerns.
Recommendations

Pedestrians more frequently use California Avenue alleys so transforming these into
inviting human‐centered spaces is key, whereas University Avenue alleys should prioritize
functional sanitation and access improvements to address existing issues in addition to
aesthetic improvements. Urban design plans for California and University Avenues should
be distinct to better reflect the unique character of each downtown while balancing
stakeholder needs with desired public amenities.
 Consider a phased approach for adding greenery, seating, and lighting.
 Paint blank walls and/or commission additional artwork to create visual interest.
 Repurpose unique architectural elements or building facades in new design plans.
 Name the remaining undesignated alleys to foster a sense of place.
 Program more regular events to generate greater public support for activated alleys.
 Facilitate a bin‐sharing network to more efficiently manage waste capacities.
 Replace top‐loading recycle bins with slotted bins to force box break down.
 Construct space saving, locking, consolidated trash enclosures with roofs to improve
aesthetics, minimize unauthorized use, and prevent stormwater runoff pollution.
Activated Alleyways iii
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Project Description

Activating alleyways is a movement to transform once forgotten public spaces into unique
urban passageways that benefit nearby businesses, residents, and visitors. By creating
attractive and inviting outdoor spaces that are both functional and efficient, cities may take
better advantage of overlooked and neglected alleys to revitalize their otherwise thriving
downtown districts.
The City of Palo Alto Public Works Department Zero Waste Program, in conjunction with
the Planning & Community Environment Department, contacted the Department of
Geography at San Jose State University to conduct a baseline survey of alleys at California
and University Avenues. The semester‐length research undertaken by twenty
undergraduate and graduate students offers a comprehensive report and analysis of
existing conditions to be used by the City in its consideration of an activated alleyway
improvement project (project) along two key downtown corridors.
In early meetings with City staff, students were engaged and implored to answer the
following questions:

Where and how exactly are the alleys currently being used for waste collection?

In what ways do City policies support and oppose implementation of an activated
alleyways project?

Would business owners support this type of change at nearby alleys?

What improvements, if any, would the public like to see in the alleys?
With this framework students collectively developed a vision statement and five actionable
goals for their study and final report.
Vision

Activate alleyways at University and California Avenues to enhance access, environmental
health, public safety, and create a more vibrant pedestrian experience in the two City of
Palo Alto downtowns.
Goals

1.
2.
3.
4.

Map locations of California and University Avenue alleyway waste bins during
peak capacity conditions.
Track existing pedestrian use patterns through alleys surrounding California and
University Avenues.
Survey merchants and the general public about current attitudes toward and
desired preferences for new activated spaces in the City of Palo Alto alleys.
Identify alley access constrictions that hinder efficient or effective waste removal
services, deliveries, and pedestrian connections along California and University
Avenues.
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5.

1.2

Provide prioritized recommendations for future urban design elements needed to
achieve the City of Palo Alto activated alleyways vision.

Study Boundaries

Locations for analysis were defined when meeting with City staff. The first study site
(figure 1) is the alleys and surface parking lot peripheries found near University Avenue
from Alma Street to Waverly Street and extending two blocks north to Everett Avenue and
south to Forest Avenue. The second study site (figure 2) includes alleys at California
Avenue from El Camino Real (State Route 82) to the Caltrain Station and extending one
block north to Cambridge Avenue and south to Sherman Avenue.

1.3 Project Management

Figure 1. University Avenue Study Site

To sufficiently address the
City’s research request within
a limited 16‐week semester
timeframe, the Geography
135 – Qualitative Methods in
Geographical Research course
was selected as a good fit for
an applied studio format.
Students, twenty in total,
were then divided into four
teams based on their future
career interests and at the
instructor’s discretion. As the
course content has a strong
research methods focus, the
instructor prepared a Scope
of Work outlining all project
tasks and responsibilities,
which were pre‐approved by
City staff prior to kickoff.
On August 31st the client
came to SJSU to present an
overview of the project and
answer student inquiries.

Figure 2. California Avenue Study Site



Mapping Teams – Several students were paired up and assigned key blocks for
fieldwork. In October and November they gathered photographs, GPS waypoint
locations, and capacities of all trash, recycle, and compost bins found at each study
site.
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1.4

People Team ‐ These students were responsible for preparing and conducting a
form‐based paper survey and visual preference survey targeting public attitude
toward, and willingness to support, a potential activated alleyways project in the
City of Palo Alto. In addition, the people teams interviewed key merchants to better
understand their desired facilities needs and goals.
Policy Team – Three students researched relevant City codes and planning
documents to assess policies that support or conflict with the implementation of an
activated alleyways project in each downtown district.
Design Team –Two students were tasked with visualizing raw data captured by the
mapping and people teams and turning this work effort into production quality
maps and figures for inclusion in a final report to be delivered and presented to City
Council.
Project Manager – The one graduate student registered for the course was assigned
a project management responsibility to oversee that all tasks and responsibilities
met the predefined milestones.

Report Format

This report has been divided into the following chapters: Research, Methods, Results, and
Discussion. The last chapter prioritizes recommendations for Activated Alleyways at
California and University Avenues in the City of Palo Alto.
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Chapter 2: Research
Alleyways in major cities across the United States, and around the world, are trendy targets
for activation ‐ an effort to re‐create these spaces for safety and comfort, and to provide
unique urban environments offering respite from bustling downtown landscapes. Most
existing literature on activated alleyways is policy focused or design oriented offering
guidelines that specify desired public capital improvements. As significant scholarly urban
planning and geography literature has yet to be published on this relatively new topic,
relevant background research has been included, especially as it relates to the necessity of
alleys for disposal of the remnants of mass consumption.

2.1

Scholarly Literature

Culturally, Giles Slade (2006) wrote about disposability as the precursor to innovation and
the evolution of obsolescence. These concepts originated with technological advances such
as the replacement of wood stoves by electric appliances, and progressed sharply when
“obsolete” took to mean “no longer in fashion.” By making new goods necessary or
something to be manipulated through marketing, coupled with efficiencies in natural
resource exploitation and manufacturing, American consumers transformed their nation’s
economy into one of mass consumption and made it necessary for American cities to
retrofit narrow corridors between buildings to facilitate waste disposal (figure 3).

Figure 3. Space for Waste at University Avenue, 439 Emerson Street

Waste space was reinforced through the encouraged use of disposable products, thus
perpetuating habitual disposal consumer behavior, and to a lesser degree recycle or
compost consideration, of society’s unwanted things. Further fueled by a new postwar
mobility and convenience, this led to the genesis of fast food, delivery, or carryout options
providing customers packaged meals to eat and then dispose of. Today, Americans
generate the highest volume of waste in the world annually, and as much as 36 million tons
Activated Alleyways 4

of food are left uneaten (Brown, 2015). Organic decomposition may take decades in a
landfill, but some food packaging waste will persist in nature forever (Brown 2015).
If disposability is an American invention, then alleys have an ignored cultural significance.
These sites reveal the sad daily cycle of waste departure. What was once part of something
“good” is now temporarily awaiting haul‐off to its final terminus ‐ the municipal landfill.
These items are often placed adjacent to new arrivals of that which is a better, or fresher,
replacement. From a retail standpoint, alleys in this regard might become an urban artifact
necessary to be repurposed through activation, before becoming discarded sites
themselves, reminiscent of the changing tides towards e‐commerce and technology’s
residential demand‐to‐doorstep revolution.
It turns out that bringing people, in place of waste bins, to alleys is not a modern idea or
phenomenon. The hurdle today is overcoming fear. According to Kevin Wang and Ralph
Taylor (2006), alleys were more populated places in the late nineteenth through mid‐
twentieth century until urban renewal and mass postwar suburbanization left alleys as
depopulated spaces. With empirical evidence from simple surveys, Wang and Taylor
observed perceived fear among respondents asked to describe their feelings while walking
through an imaginary alley at night. As expected, fear correlated with distance traveled
from either the start or end of the alley corridor.
Fear is one of the strongest human
emotions. While in this state one’s central
nervous system activates fight or flight
instincts whereby senses become
increasingly alert and one becomes more
aware of one’s surroundings ‐ consciously
and unconsciously. It is natural to fear
crime or to be afraid of criminals engaged
in illegal behavior, as the commission of
undesirable actions rarely occurs in broad
daylight or open public plazas. Instead,
crime takes place where low exposure
risks exist, such as dark alley spaces or
behind large, odorous waste bins, as these
uninviting places provide a false sense of
security (figure 4).
Cities, tasked to serve and protect the
public, are interested in new approaches to
reduce crime. As Rachel Pain (2000)
explains, the current policy arena is
shifting towards a holistic approach over
formerly localized measures because in
certain environments people generally
report fear of losses to person and
property. Uncared‐for places characterized

Figure 4. Fear‐Inducing Alley, 439 Emerson Street
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as dark, unmonitored and vacant, alleys certainly fit within this profile. Where physical
aspects of fear‐inducing spaces have been the main focus, researchers have termed this
“designed out” referring to the possibility for urban design to prevent dark, unclean and
abandoned environments.
Situational approaches to fear reduction gained political popularity during the conservative
1980s, but longitudinal research findings yielded mixed results. For example, lighting
might not help if the only people watching are criminals, or if improved lighting highlights
disorderly conditions. Yet, if a comprehensive design is context specific (such as the case if
this same dark alley received better lighting plus security cameras) then it might dissuade
fear (Pain, 2000). Planners, urban designers, and architects are discovering that
relationships between physical space and social psychogeographic dimensions are complex
and that multi‐scalar strategies striving to improve, or activate, places where unwanted
activities take place may be the best alternative.

2.2

Case Studies

Australian cities such as Sydney and Melbourne appear to be the hearth of the activated
alleyways movement. The City of Sydney started “The Laneway Revitalization Program” in
2008 by investing substantial funds to activate alleyways (City of Sydney 2015). Melbourne
holds an annual “Love Your Laneway” contest selecting five alleys to revitalize based on
high‐density criteria and local residents and business owner interest (City of Melbourne
2015). For the sake of this study, cases more akin to the City of Palo have been selected.
San Francisco, California

In early 2015 the City of San Francisco Planning and Public Works Departments released
its “Market Octavia Living Alleys Toolkit,” which is part of a two‐year plan to develop
activated, pedestrianized, and greened streets to support environmentally sustainable
functions with an emphasis on community and social engagements. The toolkit outlines
steps from project kickoff to funding to implementation with the vision to be a source of
inspiration for community members and designers that can be adopted elsewhere in the
city. Through a series of public workshops, goals for “green,” “shared,” “vibrant,” and “clean
and safe” were identified. “Green” was further defined as landscaping incorporated to
soften the area, “shared” for prioritization of pedestrians and bicyclists, “recreation” for
community use for temporary events or spontaneous activity to create vibrancy, and “clean
and safe” meant that spaces were to be well lit for the enjoyment of all users.
Living alley improvements will be completed in five phases, where small changes may start
the process and larger public investments can be made over time. For example, one starting
point may be string lighting, seating areas, or greenery. The next step can be features to
slow traffic, and then road alterations or paving. Although this is a community‐based
project, ideally beneficial to everybody, it does mainly serve people who use the alleys
every day. Prioritizing open space near schools and senior centers is given greater
importance as these venues offer opportunities for education and community services and
programing. While small changes can make a large visual impact, there are many practical
elements that must be considered when redesigning an alley, such as hydraulics, road
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composition, underground utilities, emergency vehicle access, accessibility, parking, traffic,
and street crossing, as these elements are important everyday functional public realm
components.
Design specifications include having an approved list of greenery species to limit planting
sizes, water use, and maintenance, plus the suggested use of bollards, chicanes, and
sidewalk extensions. Cleanliness and safety can be achieved with lighting, coordinated
garbage access, and siting secured enclosures, loading zones or docks, and mechanical
rooms. Vibrancy is harder to create but is aided through signage, public art, light strings,
and temporary closure during street events. Idealized prototypes for each alley designation
(residential, commercial, or mixed use) are key elements of an interpretable, usable Living
Alleys plan.
Austin, Texas

In 2012 the City of Austin Downtown Commission Alley Activation Workgroup prepared its
“Activating Austin’s Downtown Alleys as Public Spaces” report. The City of Austin had
previously sold easement rights for some alleys, which were subsequently developed as
superblocks, making a connected, walkable downtown center challenging. The workgroup
sought to utilize remaining public alleys to extend Austin’s hallmark vibrancy for residents
and visitors to enjoy, not just pass through.
The plan included preservation of the city’s traditional grid system to enhance remaining
alleys via a master plan, but started with a pilot activation project named “Alley 111.” Alley
111 was selected as ideal based on criteria such as trash pickup and delivery
accommodation, business support, and walkability. Physical improvements and cultural
programing were initiated in Alley 111, including seating, greenery, and artwork placed so
as to not interfere with trash pickup or daily deliveries. The art itself consisted of a
peppermint wall mural, bird paintings on the surface pavement, an aerial sculpture of
twine, and paper origami peace crane streamers created by local children. To foster
interest early on, diverse events were programmed for audience outreach. Alley 111 had an
opening night party, a pop‐up commuter breakfast, family day, and a thank‐you candlelit
dinner celebration for workgroup members and volunteers.
The temporary pilot activation was successful, and from this test a set of policy
recommendations was drafted to guide future alley activations in the City of Austin.
Policies range from physical design elements to downtown plan amendments to
programmatic activities geared for small businesses, arts, and tourist uses. Even though the
City of Austin already had a detailed downtown plan that encouraged alley improvement,
having further clarification on appropriate renovation to serve pedestrian walkways plus
new art and small business space is a means to achieve activation. Design and development
recommendations range from strategizing a ten‐year plan to buildout per a standardized
urban design template, and developing a dumpster replacement cycle.
Programmatic planning was also addressed, identifying need to re‐examine the special
event permit process to consider changing requirements to open the venue to more
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organizations which host varying activities. In addition, development of a mobile
application will allow tourists and visitors to better explore the downtown alleys and
discover their unique historical and architectural features. To support small businesses, the
workgroup recommended creating a grant and a low interest loan program to make it
easier for small business startups to locate there. Lastly, the recommendation for artists
and artworks consists of partnering with property owners to ensure installation of both
temporary and permanent art in these alleys.
Seattle, Washington

While Austin aims to attract tourists and visitors, Seattle is reviewing its 217,500 square
feet of public alleyways as a tool for densification and urban infill because 85% are
currently underutilized; an estimate that equates to an increase in downtown area by 50%
(Fialko and Hampton 2010). Since Seattle’s alleys are predominantly city‐owned secondary
circulation lanes for service functions, shortcuts, or back access, everyday functions must
be balanced with creating new inviting public places. Gehl Architects (2010) studied 300
neglected alleys as part of its comprehensive city walkability planning effort that
envisioned these spaces for retail, restaurants, and offices. This permanent mixed‐use
urbanscape linked by green, activated alleys supports diversity and walkability and works
towards the larger global healthy city initiative.
Research entailed classification of alleys according to land use: high or low‐density mixed,
nightlife, commercial, multi‐family residential, or single‐family residential, and suggested
suitable improvements to be executed with or without development professionals (Fialko
and Hampton 2010). Urban design was context sensitive, recognizing that different alleys
cater to different needs, while still stressing the crucial universal requirement for sufficient
maintenance to make them inviting spaces that feel safe. In addition, by showcasing hidden
alley features (such as unique or historical building facades) or locations where alleys
border parks or public art, permeable pavement was matched to create a coherent
impression that naturally draws pedestrian exploration.
Fialko and Hampton (2010) outlined three approaches to actual alley renovation. First,
simple renovation does not require much, if any, professional assistance or budget –
entailing only additional lighting, cleanup, and welcoming art/ists. Second, contractual
work is necessary for a moderate renovation including buildings and material changes such
as adding permeable pavement, opening buildings to cafes, new seating, and possible event
space. Third, substantial renovation is a complete alley redevelopment including pollution
prevention through water‐filtering drainage swales to minimize runoff, adding shops, and
naming the alley. By assigning place names, an identity is born within the community. This,
along with lighting, furniture, permeable paving, facades, canopies, greenery, and signage,
creates a place of interest. In addition, making best use of the maritime climate meant
substantial rain gardens, flood‐friendly hydrophytic vegetation, and fruits/vegetables to
purposely attract wildlife, all strengthening the local ecosystem. Success in Seattle can be
measured by desired outcomes ‐ increased walkability and quantified new businesses.
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Chapter 3: Policy
A review of applicable plans was conducted to identify policies that are consistent with,
and those that inhibit, implementation of an activated alleyways project along California
and University Avenues in the City of Palo Alto.

3.1

City of Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan

Major revisions to the current City of Palo Comprehensive Plan were adopted in 2007. The
City is engaged in its update cycle, branded Our Palo Alto 2030, and is now soliciting input
to the draft document. Plan changes do not significantly impact this project.
Land Use & Design

Chapter 2 policies deal with city centers, with particular attention on University Avenue:
 L‐20: Encourage street frontages that contribute to retail vitality in all Centers.
Reinforce street corners with buildings that come up to the sidewalk or that form
corner plazas.
 L‐21: Provide all Centers with centrally located gathering spaces that create a sense
of identity and encourage economic revitalization. Encourage public amenities such
as benches, street trees, kiosks, restrooms, and public art.
 L‐22: Enhance the appearance of streets and sidewalks within all Centers through
an aggressive maintenance, repair, and cleaning program; street improvements; and
the use of a variety of paving materials and landscaping.
 L‐23: Maintain and enhance the University Avenue/Downtown area as the central
business district of the City, with a mix of commercial, civic, cultural, recreational,
and residential uses. Promote quality design that recognizes the regional and
historical importance of the area and reinforces its pedestrian character.
 L‐24: Ensure that University Avenue/Downtown is pedestrian‐friendly and
supports bicycle use. Use public art and other amenities to create an environment
that is inviting to pedestrians.
These policies promote emphasis on quality planning and peacemaking for context‐
sensitive public spaces:
 L‐48: Promote high quality, creative design and site planning that is compatible with
surrounding development and public spaces.
 L‐49: Design buildings to revitalize streets and public spaces and to enhance a sense
of community and personal safety. Provide an ordered variety of entries, porches,
windows, bays, and balconies along public ways where it is consistent with
neighborhood character; avoid blank or solid walls at street level; and include
human‐scale details and massing.
L‐64 encourages public uses in places not previously considered by: seek[ing] potential
new sites for art and cultural facilities, public spaces, open space, and community gardens
that encourage and support pedestrian and bicycle travel and person‐to‐person contact,
particularly in neighborhoods that lack these amenities.
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The following policies encourage efficient and aesthetically pleasing street and pedestrian
design:
 L‐66: Maintain an aesthetically pleasing street network that helps frame and define
the community while meeting the needs of pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists.
 L‐67: Balance traffic circulation needs with the goal of creating walkable
neighborhoods that are designed and oriented towards pedestrians.
This policy supports public art wherever viable and fitting with city character through L‐
72: Promote and maintain public art and cultural facilities throughout Palo Alto. Ensure
that such projects are compatible with the character and identity of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Transportation

Chapter 3 policies support pedestrian and bicycle modalities in downtowns:
 T‐21: Support the use of Downtown alleyways for pedestrian‐ and bicycle‐only use.
 T‐22: Improve amenities such as seating, lighting, bicycle parking, street trees, and
interpretive stations along bicycle and pedestrian paths and in city parks to
encourage walking and cycling and enhance the feeling of safety.
 T‐23: Encourage pedestrian‐friendly design features such as sidewalks, street trees,
on‐street parking, public spaces, gardens, outdoor furniture, art, and interesting
architectural details
Within this framework the Comprehensive Plan outlined Program Initiative T‐21: [to] “test
the Downtown Urban Design Guide emphasis on the use of alleyways for pedestrian‐ and
bicycle‐only use. Allow controlled vehicle access for loading and unloading where no
alternatives exist,” but no metrics to support this test were found.
Natural Environment

Chapter 5 is applicable to proposed alleyway trash enclosures and/or landscape to reduce
stormwater pollution:
 N‐21: Reduce non‐point source pollution in urban runoff from residential,
commercial, industrial, municipal, and transportation land uses and activities.
 N‐22: Limit the amount of impervious surface in new development or public
improvement projects to reduce urban runoff into storm drains, creeks, and San
Francisco Bay.
Business & Economics

Chapter 7 policies bolster economic development opportunities for small and/or local
downtown businesses:
 B‐4: Nurture and support established businesses as well as new businesses.
 B‐6: Maintain distinct neighborhood shopping areas that are attractive, accessible,
and convenient to nearby residents.
 B‐7: Encourage and support the operation of small, independent businesses.
 B‐11: Encourage the use of public/private partnerships as a means of redeveloping
and revitalizing selected areas.
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B‐19: Use street corridor improvements as catalysts for economic revitalization in
selected Centers.

With programming incorporation activated alleyways foster urban vibrancy through B‐20:
Support and enhance the University Avenue/Downtown area as a vital mixed‐use area
containing retail, personal service, office, restaurant, and entertainment uses. Recognize
the importance of an appropriate retail mix, including small local businesses, to the
continued vitality of Downtown.

3.2

City of Palo Alto Downtown Urban Design Guide

The Downtown Urban Design Guide offers recommendations for maintaining or improving
downtown Palo Alto character. Divided into six sections, it has been determined that the
“Pedestrian Ways” and “Civic and Commercial Centers” components are of greatest
significance to this project in the context of Palo Alto’s designated “Districts.”
Pedestrian Ways

This section classifies and defines alleys
based upon intended function(s). Service
Alleys primarily service buildings that
front onto them, but are sufficiently
sanitary and organized to be made
hospitable to occasional pedestrian
passage. Shortcut Alleys are comfortable
for use by pedestrians on a regular basis
while still maintaining service functions;
these “shortcutting” alleys aid in directing
efficient flow from one location to
another. Place Alleys (figure 5) are
intended to be pedestrian gathering
places and should be designed to allow
and encourage pedestrian use, while
keeping service functions unapparent; in
achieving this public art might prove
most beneficial.

Figure 5. Place Alley Schematic

Districts

The Downtown Urban Design Guide recognizes the more limited uses of current alleys by
vehicles and pedestrians, traditionally for service purposes, but acknowledges through
opening store rears, providing lighting, decorative paving, and planters these sites offer
pedestrian respite from the automobile‐dominant streets. Specifically, seven districts have
been targeted for potentially redesign:


University Avenue: Create a network of pedestrian ways using the alleys south of
University Avenue and allow for additional use as appropriate in alleys north of
University Avenue.
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Civic Cross Axis: Extend and improve the alley system to provide a direct visual and
pedestrian link to University Avenue from Hamilton and Lytton Avenues. In order to
continue Plaza Ramona Alley through to Lytton Avenue from University Avenue,
some existing building frontage on University Avenue must be removed and extend
storefront openings and outdoor seating areas from the Plaza Ramona Alley.
Cowper Center: Connect Cowper/Webster Garage to the proposed alley/pedestrian
way parallel to University Avenue on the south side.
Alma Street: Utilize alleys for access to buildings fronting on Alma Street.
Lytton Avenue: Encourage pedestrian interactions between Lytton and University
Avenue Districts by allowing for improvements to alleys, pedestrian ways, and
sidewalks even though these are service alleys.
Hamilton Avenue: Provide pedestrian linkage from Hamilton to University Avenue in
conjunction with development of alleys and parking lots.
South of Forest Commercial Area: Develop the alley between Alma and High Street as
an access point to buildings fronting on Alma Street.

Civic & Commercial Centers

Specifies the potential continuation of Ramona Plaza Alley linking Lytton Avenue to
University Avenue and Civic Center Plaza. Completing buildout of the pedestrian corridor
between University and Lytton Avenues requires removal of University Avenue building
frontages opposite the Ramona Plaza Alley, which has yet to occur since plan adoption in
1993. In addition, extending Civic Center Plaza to Cogswell Plaza as stated will be, “the
most significant conversion of service alleys to place alleys in downtown,” though no plans
are currently underway for construction.

3.3

Regional Planning

Given the small scope of this project, inconsistencies with larger Bay Area regional
planning efforts are unanticipated. However, a policy review was conducted to assure
alignment with long‐term planning initiatives.
Santa Clara Local Agency Formation Commission

LAFCO promotes orderly growth and development in Santa Clara County. The only
policy applicable to this project is encouraging efficient services (such as waste
removal) as stated in Urban Service Area Policy B‐3‐C: the ability of the city to provide
urban services to growth areas without detracting from current service levels.
Association of Bay Area Governments

To protect the Bay Area’s natural environment long‐term, ABAG’s Plan Bay Area 2040
vision supports economic and residential growth while reducing pollution. On a micro‐
scale, pedestrian improvements from this project will be consistent with Goal 11:
Transportation System Effectiveness aimed to increase non‐auto mode share by 10%.
Metropolitan Transportation Commission

MTC reviews compatibility with Plan Bay Area 2040 for mass transit, highway, freight,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities including the oversight of state and federal funds;
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therefore, project money may be available for pedestrian and bicycle facilities from a MTC
regional grant pursuant to Policies 99233 and 99234.
Bay Area Integrated Regional Water Management Plan

IRWMP protects Bay Area water quality and watershed resources to enhance overall Bay
health. Polluted runoff from Palo Alto infiltrates the East Palo Alto groundwater supply
according to the East Palo Alto Groundwater Supply Conjunctive Use Project. Trash
enclosures could work toward the goal of preventing runoff.

3.4

Special Interests

There are several local Bay Area special interest groups that advocate for progressive
planning, green and sustainable design, and small business economic development that are
relevant to this project.
Bay Area Bicycle Coalition

The BABC mission is to promote a safe and enjoyable regionally connected bicycling
network, thereby making the Bay Area a progressive model for bicycle policy. Their
interest in this project would stem from a goal of “government agencies ensuring that
transportation projects provide safe and convenient access for all bicyclists and
pedestrians.”
Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition

Downscales BABC to Santa Clara County with greater focus on a healthy community,
environment, and economy. This project aligns with the SVBC 2025 Strategic Outcome of
10% of trips by bike and a Program Initiative to have all people feel safe on bikes.
SPUR

SPUR is a civic planning organization that focuses on Bay Area urban issues. If the City
encounters any private land ownership in or adjacent to the project, then SPUR supports
the use of five‐year urban agriculture exchanges where the City grants property tax
reductions pursuant to 2013 Assembly Bill 551.
Bay Area Transportation and Land Use Coalition (TransForm)

TransForm promotes sustainable, multimodal communities that are affordable at all levels.
With a goal of bringing innovative programs to life they, too, may be interested in this
project as a new solution.
Bay Area Recycling Outreach Coalition

BayROC is a collaborative campaign effort between Bay Area cities, counties, and
associated public agencies to encourage waste reduction and buy‐recycled concepts. Since
project alleyways will continue to have a waste services component there is an opportunity
for educational signage/kiosks to support the mission message.
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Chapter 4: Methods
Students conducted mixed methods typically used in social sciences when approaching
baseline project conditions during the 16‐week Fall 2015 semester (August through
December) for Geography 135 – Qualitative Methods in Geographical Research.

4.1

Field Reconnaissance

On October 8th the Policy Team
attended the City of Palo Alto ‘Meet
The Streets’ event featuring four key
cross streets (Emerson, Ramona,
Waverley, and Bryant) from 5:00 to
9:00 p.m. The event’s purpose was to
showcase businesses located along
side streets between University and
Hamilton Avenues. This was an
opportunity to observe public
interactions with existing downtown
alleys at a time intentionally
programmed to attract a pedestrian
buzz (figure 6). Observations and
photographs were taken for the
record.

4.2

Figure 6. Meet the Streets, 540 Ramona Avenue

Public Survey

Following the project kick‐off meeting, the California Avenue and University Avenue People
Teams drafted a unified General Public Survey instrument (Appendix A) containing five key
multiple‐choice questions addressing project vision, goals, and public perception and use of
downtown alleys. Basic demographic information such as gender, age category, city
affiliation (resident, worker, or visitor) was also collected for potential data breakouts.
The University Avenue People Team
conducted surveys on October 7th and
November 4th during evening hours
with surveyors experimenting with
sampling individually and in a small
group. The small group, having no
more than three individuals, was
determined to be preferable for
generating the greatest response rate.
With this in mind, the California
Avenue People Team first conducted
General Public Surveys on October
13th during afternoon hours. In both
cases response sample sizes remained
Figure 7. Farmer's Market Surveys, 410 California Ave.
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lower than expected. Consequently, both teams combined efforts and resampled California
Avenue and University Avenue on November 8th during the Sunday morning Farmers’
Market (figure 7) and early afternoon hours respectively. Response rates were significantly
higher, likely due to larger survey teams and positioning of the surveyors near alley
entrances. Locations generating substantial respondent feedback included an area near
Starbucks Coffee and an area adjacent to the public parking structure closest to El Camino
Real at California Avenue. The alley entrance near Mac’s Smoke Shop in the University
Avenue area had the highest yield of responses. It was noted that cold temperatures and
intermittent rain limited public response.

4.3

Visual Preference Survey

Following the project kickoff meeting, the Design Team was tasked to create a Visual
Preference Survey instrument showing four images, plus an open‐ended “other” option, to
conceptualize potential alley changes at each survey location (Appendix B). Stock images
representing foliage, street furniture, outdoor lighting, and public art were laminated for
use in the field by the People Team. Respondents were allowed to select one or more of
their favorite option(s). This simple visual tool was administered in conjunction with the
General Public Survey and, due to its brevity, generated the largest public feedback sample.

4.4

Stakeholder Interviews

Seven open‐ended merchant surveys
(Appendix C) were conducted based
on contact information provided by
the Palo Alto Downtown Business and
Professional Association. Three
independent retailers, two
restaurateurs, and two
personal/professional service
providers located within the
University Avenue study area were
personally interviewed between

Figure 8. Frequent Activated Alleyway Terminology

November 8th and 18th. Respondent
narratives were then anonymized,
keyword coded (figure 8), and
analyzed.

4.5

Focus Group

On October 19th the People Team
hosted a mock focus group during one
75‐minute class session. Discussion
questions and a mini design charrette
exercise (Appendix D) simulated a
city‐sponsored open house in which
Figure 9. Mock Focus Group Design Exercise
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students were assigned roles representing business owners, real estate professionals, or
concerned citizens. The first breakout was a brief small group icebreaker intended to have
participants define the lexicon surrounding alleyway discussions. The second longer
component divided the class in half and tasked both groups to design an ideal alleyway
using visual props (Legos) and aids (colored markers). One group was charged with
redeveloping a single California Avenue alley while the other group was working to
redesign a single alleyway block at University Avenue. The focus group concluded with the
entire class participating together to generate a prioritized list of desired amenities and
determine appropriate funding for a Phase 1 Project (figure 9).

4.6

Field Mapping

Comprehensive field mapping of California and University Avenues was conducted by two
field teams ‐ five students and four students to cover each respective site ‐ with their main
responsibility being tagging Global Positioning System (GPS) locations of each garbage,
recycle, and compost bin presently located in all alleys within the project study boundaries.
A second field component was to observe trash pickup during early Monday morning hours
when bins were at peak waste conditions. Four Garmin GPSMAP4ST devices were used,
and all data points were marked from each bin’s southwest corner reaching inward to
maintain consistency and accuracy during data collection. In addition to assigning a
location identifier, bin availability was keyed using a simple scale (1 = under capacity, 2 =
at capacity, and 3 = over capacity). Photographs of best cases and worst offenders were
included. Miscellaneous points were marked to record cleanliness, ground litter, strong
odors, and access constrictions.
Both mapping teams further divided
the field sites into North and South for
greater coverage. All teams attempted
their first fieldwork day on October 5th
at 5:30 a.m. to observe trash pickup
and take photographs during first
light; however, Green Waste of Palo
Alto had already emptied most bins.
Mapping teams returned Sunday
evening to repeat fieldwork at peak
capacity on November 8th – University
Avenue at 5:30 p.m., and California
Avenue at 7:30 p.m. (figure 10).
Figure 10. Locating Waste Bins Using GPS, 442 Ramona Street
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Chapter 5: Results
5.1

Field Reconnaissance

Photography is considered to be the best tool for critical landscape analysis. The Policy
Team conducted its first site reconnaissance on October 8th in an effort to record existing
conditions at California and University Avenues. City staff provided an overview of
aesthetic and environmental concerns to help guide this study prior to site investigation.
Additional images were captured at each subsequent field visit (by all project teams) to add
temporal dimensions to this study. Not surprisingly alley experiences changed with night
and day transitions, especially at California Avenue (figure 11), but more significantly with
incorporation of urban design features.
This is evident in the pre‐ and post‐activation photographs taken at University Avenue
(figure 12). The activated space uses bollards to restrict vehicular access, incorporates
decorative paving to create a pedestrian gateway, plus wall mount lighting, inviting signage,
outdoor seating with portable heaters, café umbrellas, and flourishing planters that
designate restaurant space. All create added visual interest. This inviting atmosphere is a
stark contrast from its adjacent block (one that is more typical of downtown alleys) where
trash bins are clearly visible and outdoor lighting appears minimal.

Figure 11. Day & Night View, 451 North California Avenue
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Figure 12. Before & After Activation at Adjacent Alley Blocks, 547 Emerson Street & 526 Bryant Street
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A grassroots effort to expand alleyway activations
at University Avenue is already underway as part
of an emerging international public realm Free
Space movement originating in nearby San
Francisco. The Policy Team, while attending the
aforementioned “Meet The Streets” event, noted
that the alley adjacent to Bell’s Books (located on
Emerson Street) featured a painted chalkboard
wall soliciting suggestions, mainly design‐oriented,
for future enhancement to that particular space
and also directed passersby to
http://thisalley.com for more information plus
opportunities to provide additional feedback
(figure 13).

Figure 13. ThisAlley.com, 532 Emerson Street
9

5.2

Public Survey

Results from the general public survey
proved useful at providing an in‐depth
understanding of City of Palo alleyways.
The survey began with a user frequency
estimate ranging between “never” to +3
times per week. When data was
aggregated, the sample majority used
alleys often (>1 per week), though these
results were influenced heavily by
California Avenue, as three times as many
respondents at University Avenue
claimed to never use alleys. Given the
greater regular alley usage observed
(figure 14), California Avenue merits
priority consideration for future
activation efforts.
Respondents were asked to rate existing
conditions of downtown alleys on a scale
from 1 to 5, where 1 was considered
“very dirty.” Findings, again aggregated
(figure 15), showed significantly more
respondents were inclined to deem
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Figure 14. Frequency of Use
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Figure 15. Existing Conditions
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California Avenue alleys as “clean”
spaces versus those surveyed at
University Avenue. Accordingly
improved sanitation efforts at
University Avenue should be
considered a key component of this
project.
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In an attempt to identify public fears
towards alleys, respondents were
Safe
Neither
Unsafe
asked to rate safety on a scale from 1
Figure 16. Perceived Public Alley Safety by Gender
to 5, where 1 was considered to be a
“very unsafe” space. Survey results
highlight that the alleys of both California and University Avenues are perceived to be safe
spaces. Further, when data was aggregated and then broken out by gender, females and
males maintained equivalent attitudes toward safety (figure 16).

Waste
6% Delivery /
Loading
Other
11%
7%

Pedestrian
76%

Waste
18%

Pedestrian
42%

Delivery /
Loading
21%

Other
19%

Figure 17. Primary Use at California Avenue (left) versus University Avenue (right)

Another survey question was intended to gauge public opinion toward the primary
function of downtown alleys. It is evident that respondents believe alleys function as
pedestrian thoroughfares. A much larger portion of the California Avenue sample, 76%,
holds this view when compared with University Avenue where nearly half, 42%, agreed
(figure 17). Subsequent responses reveal markedly different results between the two
downtowns with triple the respondents viewing University Avenue alleys being used for
waste collection purposes and twice the respondents selecting the deliveries/loading
option. Concentrating on the pedestrian experience aligns well with public opinion at
California Avenue, while focusing on waste collection enhancements/efficacy is consistent
with University Avenue.
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The final survey question was
included to gauge public support
for activated alleys. Responses
were overwhelmingly positive at
both California and University
Avenue sites. Location data was
aggregated and then broken out by
use frequency (figure 18) revealing
favorability for this project even
among rare users (<1 per month)
or those who claim to never visit
alleys. Based on observed positive
attitudes the City should pursue the
project while these findings are
current and relevant.

Figure 18. Project Support by Frequency of Use

5.3

Visual Preference Survey
Other 2%
Art
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16%

Seating
19%

Art
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Flora
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45%

Lighting
25%

Seating
14%

Figure 19. Preferred Improvements at California Avenue (Left) and University Avenue (Right)

Obtaining a large Visual Preference Survey sample affords confidence when selecting and
purchasing public amenities. As Figure 19 reveals, both locations have a significant
preference for landscape (flora) over all other options. Subsequent results are distinct ‐
more lighting is best at University Avenue compared with seating at California Avenue.
When considering a combination of improvements, in addition to plantings ‘lighting’ would
be more desirable at University Avenue and ‘seating’ is perhaps more fitting at California
Avenue. These findings are consistent with the merchant narratives.
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5.4

Stakeholder Interviews

Each University Avenue merchant interviewed was asked the same six open‐ended project
questions. Response narratives within each question have been made anonymous to
respect privacy and only slightly reorganized to better summarize key themes.
Experience



Employees have complained about not feeling safe entering or leaving through the
alley door at night.

Merchants use City alleys as a part of their daily
“Trash bags get ripped
routine, either for emptying trash or receiving
open and litter spills
deliveries, though experiences with these spaces
varied greatly. Some respondents feel they are
out everywhere.”
clean and safe, while others found the experience
lackluster, or even slightly dangerous. These fears stem from actual garbage; particularly
excessive litter found outside designated waste bins. When garbage was simply left out in
the alley or when too little capacity remained in the bins, the results were broken glass,
decaying matter, and liquid spills on the ground. Unlocked waste bins and unauthorized
access to waste bins exacerbates not only litter conditions but also seems to encourage
loitering, urinating, and sleeping in the alleys. These behaviors doubtless cause some
people to feel unsafe at night.
One respondent used the “broken window theory” as potential impetus for this project.
When people see broken windows they might be tempted to break more because it is
obvious no one is watching or cares Conversely, when people see a neat and tidy, well‐kept
space, they follow suit out of respect. It follows that the introduction of nicer alleys might
create better attitudes towards alleys and better behavior in alleys
Business Need



Litter in the alleys is a substantial problem.

Merchants strongly voiced their need for sufficient waste capacity. All respondents
interviewed would like to see trash contained and bins maintained, but acknowledged
several businesses simply lack sufficient capacity. One merchant had to expand his building
to create ample space for waste. Overflowing garbage in the alleys, especially food waste
which attracts rats, negatively impacts all businesses
Merchants support trash enclosures to prevent people from opening and sifting through
bagged waste. Since not all merchants use the entirety of their allotted bins, one
respondent suggested a dumpster‐share arrangement to assist with over‐capacity
neighbors. This collective arrangement can save space and minimize clutter. Given existing
space limitations, any new business permits should require waste generation calculations
along with any proposed new bin locations.
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Proposed Changes




Greater police patrol is needed to ensure safety of employees and their property.
People have been hit by vehicles and delivery trucks while exiting through rear doors
that open directly out onto the alleys.
Street and alley closures “crush us” in the restaurant business.

Removing alley access constrictions benefits downtown merchants. Deliveries occur in the
alleys because the City offers no designated delivery zones. At times multiple trucks are
observed loading or unloading at the same time which blocks merchant‐owned alleyway
parking stalls and creates vehicle congestion. Truck egress could be improved, along with a
system to remedy improper dumpster placement that blocks alley access altogether.
A few times throughout the year University Avenue hosts special events (Palo Alto World
Music Day, Palo Alto Festival of Arts) that restrict street and alley access. Palo Alto World
Music Day is held on Father’s Day each year and often coincides with Stanford University
graduation. Restaurant owners often lose potential customers who have a hard time
navigating the street closures.
City alleys have no posted speed limits. Vehicles and
trucks are observed driving too fast for conditions
such as narrow lanes and pedestrian environments.
Where doors open directly onto an alley, businesses
have reported accidents involving people and
property. Suggestions for solutions include “5 MPH” speed limits and “No Parking” signage.
Implementing these solutions demands additional surveillance. Some respondents are
already skeptical of city code enforcement efficacy, citing ineffective rat abatement, limited
police patrol at nearby parking areas, and traffic violations,

“With no posted speed
limits, people fly down
[the alleys].”

Enforcement is an issue for this project. Although benches are typically considered inviting
places, one respondent in our study sought to have a bench removed from a neighboring
business in an improvement effort. The bench was frequently used by people who sat and
smoked and, consequently, dissuading passersby to enter the retail store according to one
respondent. Further, these particular benches attracted open drug dealing and prostitute
solicitations where, on occasion, police had to be summoned. In addition to seeking greater
police presence, permanent lighting along the alley could improve downtown safety.
Costs vs. Benefits



Improved alleys will likely have more pedestrian traffic that might positively impact
retail establishments and restaurants.
Activation could improve the “regular” customer experience ‐‐ those who know and use
these alley entrances ‐‐ but more revenue is unlikely.

Activated alleys appear to be desired; however,
given the small sample size more research is
warranted. Some respondents (services) foresee
generating increased foot traffic and a

“Limiting deliveries may
cause losses, but activated
alleys may bring more
customers.”
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potentially new or expanded customer base, while others (restaurants and retail) worry
that activated alleys will harm their livelihoods by impeding necessary waste removal and
deliveries.
Planning Participation





Alleys have great potential to be more than simply a refuge, but activation may be
challenging to implement.
No new activities in the alleys; they should stay as intended – strictly for access.
Any improvements must be tasteful without considerable maintenance or monitoring.
It is unlikely that merchants will be supportive of mandatory changes, especially if they
have to deal with an extra step in their daily routine.

Merchants expressed interest in alley activation, but voiced concerns over implementation
logistics and timing. As this is a baseline study, student interviewers were not prepared to
offer respondents specific details pertaining to the City’s future plans. Generally,
respondents are comfortable with no‐cost improvements as long as the construction
duration is short and does not impact business functions.
A suggestion is to more fully engage the Palo Alto
Downtown Merchants and Professional Association to
inventory stakeholder ideas. These ideas currently range
from only improving access issues, to added street
lighting, to context‐sensitive design tying each alley
identity to adjacent businesses as a stipulation of project
support.

“Any proposed
designs should be
related to the
adjacent businesses.”

Additional Considerations


Enough with gentrification; let’s make what we have work first.

Most merchants provided ample feedback in answer to the survey questions. One
respondent called for better alley code enforcement prior to any new future City project
considerations.

5.5

Focus Group

Eighteen students participated in a mock focus group exercise held during class on October
19th. Three students from the People Team designed and hosted the exercise while the
remaining fifteen in attendance represented “public” interest.
Initially, in the small group icebreaker session,
participants collectively described how they envision a
typical alleyway. Most portrayed the space negatively
by proclaiming this a place for trash; one that is dirty
most of the time, or dark, grimy, and dangerous.
Participants were then educated on activated
alternatives, and asked whether it was worth
investigating this further in the City of Palo Alto; the

“This seems like a
great opportunity to
develop under‐
utilized spaces for
public benefit.”
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answer was unanimous affirmation. One comment was that activation might be a “great
opportunity to revitalize underutilized spaces for the public benefit.” Other comments
addressed the importance of maintaining functional alley services while balancing possible
aesthetic improvements. With further probing as to why one might be in favor of activated
alleys, a simple response summed up general opinions: “If it makes something better, then
I’m all for it.” Another agreed, but advised a “test run” or phased implementation approach.
It was also mentioned that volunteers could help with alley development. There was
concern about garbage and recycling in the alleys from an environmental stance with
feedback on the importance of finding ways to properly compact, enclose, and vent waste.
Participants agreed that to make an alley appear more attractive trash would have to be
properly stored, and even suggested further research on a pneumatic tube system used on
New York’s Roosevelt Island. Building on this vision, small groups were reassembled into
two larger groups [one focused on California Avenue and the other on University Avenue]
and participants were asked to draw improvements on a satellite image and explain
his/her idealized vision for one alley location. Popular responses included: string lighting,
bench seating, planters and vines, kiosks, wall art, bricks or paving stones,
occasional food trucks and/or other vendors, enclosed trash and recycling
receptacles, automobile restrictions, bike storage, shade structures, solar panels,
public restrooms, temporary dance floors, taxi/transit shelter, and adjacent rooftop
seating. The general consensus was that alleys have a lot of potential with one enthusiastic
participant exclaiming, “I’m excited. Want to see this happen. Let’s go!”
Lastly, all participants were brought together to
prioritize design ideas and share any final thoughts.
To frame this discussion participants were asked
whether alleys should be active or passive places.
Most preferred a combination, while setting aside
larger active spaces, and noted that these alleys should blend complementary uses ‐‐
merchant access along with attractive public spaces for pedestrian thoroughfares or daily
respite. One participant noted that naming these alleys would help create a sense of place.

“Just naming each alley
would help create a
sense of place.”

While everyone generally liked lighting, paving, seating and restrooms, participants were
encouraged to prioritize improvements found in an ideal activated alley. Ranking them
from high‐to‐low order in amenity importance:
1. Lighting (String Lighting)
2. Decorative Paving
3. Moveable Street Furniture (Primarily Seating)
4. Public Restrooms
5. Art (Sculptures, Wall Murals, and/or Overhead or Ground Installations)
6. Shade Structures
7. Interactive Kiosks
8. Taxi or Transit Shelters
Finally, when asked whether they supported activated alleyways and what an appropriate
budget would be for a project of this nature in the City of Palo Alto, all but one participant
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affirmed their support. The consensus was that a pilot project [one alleyway] with a cost of
approximately $50,000 seemed to be a reasonable use of public monies.

5.6

Field Mapping

Four Mapping Teams gathered GPS waypoint and capacity data on all garbage, recycle, and
compost bins located in the California and University Avenue alleyways (Map Packet). In
addition, the mapping teams observed an early Monday morning Green Waste service to
assess whether pickup might be better optimized.
Despite their shared function ‐ waste disposal, storage, and removal ‐ noticeable
differences exist between the two sites. At University Avenue several garbage bins were
over capacity rendering lids, even when present, ineffective at containing unbagged and at
times odorous waste materials. Further, ground litter was only found at University Avenue;
none was found at California Avenue.
Trash collection at University Avenue appears to be less efficient as well. Bottlenecks

Figure 20. Alley Constriction (Worst Case), 439 Emerson Street

created from ill‐placed bins considerably slow down pickup efforts because trash collectors
must manually relocate these bins to allow ample width for safe truck passage. It is
assumed this same effort is required for large delivery trucks, particularly at 439 Emerson
Street, which proved to be the worst‐case example (figure 20), though no deliveries were
observed during the off‐peak fieldwork hours. Locked bins that are difficult to identify from
driving distance, especially in the early morning darkness, inhibit waste collection
altogether.
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California Avenue shares in the
problem of overflowing bins
due in large part to businesses
throwing away non‐flattened
cardboard boxes (figure 21).
Slotted bins might be an
effective alternative, and this
relatively easy change could be
a considerable improvement to
the overall area since
California Avenue does not
share in the significant
constriction, lighting, or litter
issues observed while
surveying University Avenue.
Figure 21. Over‐Capacity Due to Assembled Boxes, California Avenue
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Chapter 6: Discussion
6.1

Summary

The overall purpose of this project is to identify alleys in the City of Palo Alto that might be
ripe for activation, specifically at California and University Avenues. Students from the
Department of Geography at San Jose State University embarked on a semester‐long study
to survey and analyze existing conditions culminating in this baseline report for City staff.
In speaking with stakeholders and the public it is evident the City of Palo Alto’s downtowns
are currently offering high‐caliber amenities to businesses, residents, and visitors alike. But,
with land at a premium, alleyways have been an overlooked opportunity for additional vital
public space.

6.2

Limitations

While the study achieved its major goals as outlined in the project description, there were a
few limitations. Emphasis was placed on securing accurate GPS and survey data. As a result,
extra time was dedicated to these portions of the project at the expense of California
Avenue merchant interviews, which warrant future research. In addition, the relatively
small sample size of public survey respondents at University Avenue (due to weather
constraints) provided only a glimpse into who is using the alleys, their perceptions about
alleys, and what improvements these individuals deem desirable. A larger sample is needed
to increase credibility of study findings. A generally favorable opinion was found for this
project. But, as preferences may change, timely progress helps to ensure relevance and
support.
Keep in mind that cartography is an art steeped in generalizations. While large‐scale
(block‐level) maps are provided to best depict actual field conditions, visualization choices
have to be made for clarity, imparting a minimal, though inherent, bias. Also, as waste bins
are on wheels, the exact location surveyed one day may not be the exact location for that
particular bin on a return visit. Bin capacity data was collected on a Sunday evening
representing peak conditions, yet it cannot be assumed that these conditions are identical
to any given Monday morning immediately preceding waste removal, which is considered
“true peak.” Lastly, field data was collected using handheld Garmin GPS devices, which are
accurate in most urban areas to ± five feet. Bins are large and sampling was performed in a
consistent manner to most effectively minimize technological errors.

6.3

Conclusion

In mapping garbage, recycle, and compost bins to measure peak capacities it was observed
that corridors are predominantly utilized for waste storage, collection, and deliveries.
Consequently, relatively few people actually use these alleys. Surveys revealed public and
stakeholder interest in repurposing the alleys, in a phased approach, to improve pedestrian
[and bicycle] connectivity, and to also foster outdoor community living that balances
service functions with a “new” vibrant urban landscape. The combined results of this
comprehensive qualitative mixed method research study demonstrate that need and
support exists for activated alleyways at California and University Avenues.
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6.4

Priorities

Implementation may seem like a relatively standard exercise given the City’s previous
activated alley successes, but study findings recommend developing distinct urban design
plans for California and University Avenues to better reflect the unique character of each
downtown while balancing stakeholder need with desired public amenities.
Creativity

Pedestrians more frequently use California Avenue alleys;
developing these alleys into inviting human‐centered spaces
should be paramount.
1. Add greenery, and consider incorporating seating and
lighting where appropriate.
2. Paint blank building walls. When budget allows,
commission large murals to create visual interest (figure
22).
3. Repurpose unusual architectural elements or facades in
any new design (figure 23).
4. Name undesignated alleys to foster a sense of place in
keeping with Jacaranda and New Mayfield Lanes.
5. Program regular events such as “Meet the Streets” and the
Sunday Farmers’ Market to generate greater public
support for the project (figure 24).
6. Adopt a measurable goal per Program Initiative T‐21 to
observe people enjoying activated spaces rather than
simply passing through them.

Figure 22. Wall Mural, 440 California Avenue

Figure 23. Repurpose Unique
Features, 367 New Mayfield Lane

Figure 24. Street Programming, 555 Bryant Street
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Function

In addition to the creative enhancements listed
above, University Avenue should prioritize
sanitation and access improvements to address its
existing issues.
1. Schedule frequent code enforcement visits
to control unwanted rodent populations.
2. Post speed limit or “No Parking” signage as
requested.
3. Facilitate an informal bin‐sharing network
to better manage capacity.
4. Stripe bin placement locations to specified
areas to keep ingress/egress clear at
constrictions (figure 25).
5. Replace top‐loading recycle bins with
slotted recycle bins so that boxes must be
broken down for increased bin capacity.
6. Construct space‐saving, locking,
consolidated trash enclosures with roofs to
improve aesthetics, minimize unauthorized
use, and prevent stormwater runoff
pollution (figure 26).
Figure 25. Bin Constriction, 529 Bryant Street

Figure 26. Permanent Enclosure, 328 Jacaranda Lane
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Public Survey
Office Use Only:
Survey Location______________________________
Date & Time_________________________________
Male
≤18

Female
19-24

Resident

25-34

35-44

Work

45-54

55-64

≥65

Visitor

Location Arriving From_________________________
Location Headed To___________________________
1. How often do you use this alley?
a. ≥3 per week
b. 1-2 per week
c. 1-3 per month
d. ≤1 per month
e. Never
2. On a scale from 1-5, do you perceive this alley to be a safe space?
1. Very unsafe
2. Unsafe
3. Neither
4. Safe
5. Very safe
3. Using the same scale, rate the sanitary conditions in this alley.
1. Very Dirty
2. Dirty
3. Neither
4. Clean
5. Very Clean
4. In your opinion what is this alley’s primary intended use?
a. Waste collection
b. Deliveries and loading
c. Pedestrian thoroughfare
d. Emergency access
e. Other _________________
5. Do you think the City of Palo Alto should initiate activated alleyways planning efforts in
downtown [University Avenue or California Avenue]?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe
If ‘Maybe’ then ask under what considerations would you select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’?
Appendix A – General Public Survey Instrument

Appendix B – Visual Preference Survey Instrument

Stakeholder / Merchant Interview
Office Use Only:
Name________________________________
Business Name________________________
Address______________________________
Date & Time___________________________

1. What has been your own experience using the alley?

2. Does the alley meet your current business needs? {Follow up if not specifically
addressed, how about for functional trash collection and delivery purposes?}

3. What, if any, changes to the alley might better serve your current or planned future
business needs?

4. Do you foresee any financial gains or losses with implementation of an activated
alleyway project?

5. Are you or your business interested in participating in a City of Palo Alto activated
alleyway planning project for [University Avenue or California Avenue]?

6. Please provide any additional information you think might aid our research
understanding.

Appendix C – Stakeholder Survey Instrument

Focus Group Exercise

Part 1: Small Group Icebreaker Questions - 15 Minutes
1

2

Tell me what you think of when you envision a typical alleyway? {i.e. have students try to
define what “alley” means to them. You want to try to capture and interpret the actual
language students use to describe alleys and their placement of these particular words in
context.
Now, if I told you that an alleyway could be used as a vibrant mixed-use space that
increases pedestrian and bike connectivity, improves environmental health, and adds
economic opportunities for small downtown businesses, would you be interested in visiting
this alternative “activated alleyway” space? {Quick ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ Only Responses}

5-Minute Break to reorganize for Part 2

Part 2: Class Divided in Half for Design Exercise - 25 Minutes
1

2

If you had total control over the (University or California Avenue) alleyways, what would
you do with them? {Have students use Legos (representing benches, trash enclosures,
and vegetation), and pens or markers to redesign these places as activated alleys along
Cal Ave or Univ Ave on the satellite images.}
{At the end of Part 2, ask} Are there any other uses for alleys that haven’t been
suggested? If so, please let _______ know so that _______ may record your ideas.

5-Minute Break to reorganize for Part 3

Part 3: Whole Class Final Thoughts - 25 Minutes
1
2

3

In thinking about ideas proposed, let’s prioritize which you like most and identify which you
like least.
Considering what has been discussed today how likely are you to support an activated
alleyways project in the City of Palo Alto?
a
University Avenue? California Avenue? Both? {Quick raise of hands ‘Yes’ or ‘No’
Only Responses}
{Specifically call out anyone who has not participated yet} Please provide in a single
statement what we have missed here today.

Appendix D – Focus Group Exercise

